Demolishing grain silos in Kuwait

Tijs de Lint of Vlasman Demolition after ten years of 4PS Construct:

‘You are looking
at a happy man!’
Along the Old Rhine, half way between Zwammerdam and Alphen, we find Vlasman Demolition Group BV, one of
our country’s oldest demolition companies. Vlasman, which has some 100 permanent employees, is active in the field
of demolition of all types of buildings, facilities and infrastructural projects. The company also specialises in asbestos
removal and ‘levelling of pile heads’; preparing foundation piles for use. Vlasman has carried out imaginative projects
across the world, such as the demolition of the ruined Danube Bridges in former Yugoslavia and the removal of rusty
grain silos in Kuwait.

At Vlasman, Tijs de Lint is responsible for – as he calls it – ‘internal affairs’: organisation, finance and fleet
management. In 2002, he managed
to convince management of the
need for further automation. The
company has not regretted taking
this step for one moment. ‘If you
look at where we are now, there’s
a world of difference. We know
where we stand at any moment
of the day – that is the strength of
4PS Construct.’ Tijs de Lint is more
than satisfied: ‘You are looking at a
happy man!’
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‘In 2002, we were the first CTB customer
to purchase 4PS Construct. This had the
enormous advantage that all the attention
was on us. They really went about it very
thoroughly. They interviewed everyone
here, mapped all our processes and then
modulated 4PS Construct accordingly. We
first implemented the basis and then the
project and sales administration. The rest,
such as the timesheet administration and
salary administration were added at a later
stage. We are currently using the modules
CRM, projects, administration, equipment
and salary administration. 4PS Construct

Tijs de Lint of Vlasman Demolition
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Removing asbestos at the Furkabaan in Utrecht
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